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ENER-ITM ENERGY INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM 
ENER-i.AI's ENER-i Energy Intelligence Platform  delivers  a visual, GIS-centric software as a service (SaaS) platform developed 

specifically for the power systems planning and operations industry. At its core, it is deployed as a Utility System Integration and 

Interoperability Platform connecting disparate data and software. ENER-i’s combination of leading-edge SaaS technology and 

talented team of power systems consulting engineers applies an innovative approach to holistic planning, operation and design 

of modern systems which, in turn, serve energy interactive customers.

ENER-i™ enables full use of utility information integrating the GIS digital twin with advanced planning strategies such as DER optiENER-i™ enables full use of utility information integrating the GIS digital twin with advanced planning strategies such as DER opti-

mization and EV fleet adoption, while managing information across the industry subsectors of generation, transmission,    distri-

bution and consumption of energy. ENER-i™ is a highly configurable and modular tool that intelligently marries AMI and other 

metered data to state-of-the-art network models backed by decades of experience from our sister company, Electric Power Engi-

neers.

 POWER FOREWARD WITH CONFIDENT INSIGHT.

ENER-i.AI’s shared source of truth enabled by the ESRI Utility Network Model is turbocharged with ENER-i InSights, 
a powerful suite of integrated Power System Engineering Analytics. Reimagining Integrated Digital Utility Planning. 

OPERATIONAL INSIGHTSOPERATIONAL INSIGHTSOPERATIONAL INSIGHTS
planning intelligence
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BUILDERS OF OUR ENERGY FUTURE 
Orchestrating the interplay between planning and operations amid the growing  
complexity of digital transformation for generation, transmission, distribution, and 
behind-the-meter opportunities through awareness and insights.

FEATURES INCLUDE
Cloud-based software-as-a-service model 
- No dedicated or specialized on-premise hardware required.- No dedicated or specialized on-premise hardware required.

- Data and access to the platform is secure (pursuing SOC II Compliance). 

- Scalable - resources scale automatically to handle large quantities of data or very demanding

  analysis or study requests, allowing us to compute and analyze very large datasets and 

  engineering studies in a matter of a few hours what used to take weeks.

EXPANSION MODULES
The "expansion modules" below all come with the core platform. They are highlighted to The "expansion modules" below all come with the core platform. They are highlighted to 

point-out their features individually,  they feature tight integration within the platform.

- Data Module
 - Easily integrate 3rd party data and systems like AMI or SCADA data.

 - Import proprietary files. 

 - Designed for large amounts of data, high-speed querying and analyzing large quantities of

      utility data.

  - Features out-of-the-box software plus consulting services templates for the following data

      migrations. See ENER-i.AI Services for details.

Inquire about our Professional Services Delivery Capabilities and/or Power System Engineering 
Consultants from our sister company Electric Power Engineers (EPE). epeconsulting.com

- Network Module
 - Utilize's ESRI's Electrical Utility Network (UN) as the core Graphical Information System

 - UN is ESRI's latest technology for mapping utility networks. It is on the cutting edge of

      mapping systems available in the market today.       mapping systems available in the market today. 

 - UN provides superior data quality and structure relative to other GIS. It also ensures correct

       topology and allows for quick network validations and traces.

 - Capability-Based Equipment Database

 - Model your network how you want to. For example, the "Load" capability may be assigned at

      the powerline, transformer, customer, or any level you like. This goes for any type of asset

      and any capability you want to model. 

Engineering Analysis Module(s)
Designed for interval analyses, see what is happening 

all over the grid every minute of the day or every 

hour of the year

- Various Analyses Modes

 - Voltage Drop

  - Distribution-Level SCED 

  - Optimize DER placement 

  - Optimize battery dispatch

 - Targeted Interval Power Flow

  - Run very large time series studies that focus in

          on select key assets to limit the time and 

          resources it takes to bring back meaningful

          results.           results. 

  -Eg . See how many times per year a trans-

         former becomes overloaded, or see how many

         times a voltage regulator step changes per year

         by running 8,760 (hours in a year) datapoints

 - Solar Hosting Capacity Analysis

 - Volt/Var Optimization

Reports & DashboardsReports & Dashboards
Intuitively visualize and analyze the results of your 

analyses in easy-to-read dashboards containing con-

figurable maps and charts containing key information

- View reports on your assets

- Derive intuitive conclusions from analysis with

   tailored results visualizations.

ENER-I.AI SERVICES
- Data Migrations
 - Generic GIS to Esri's Electric Utility Network (UN)

 - Milsoft's Windmil to UN

 - NISC to UN

 - Synergi to UN

 - CYME to UN

  - Generic Engineering Analysis tool to UN

- ENER-I Platform Training
- IT / Data Needs and Requirements 
  Assessments
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  Phone: (512) 886-0410          eMail: info@ener-i.com


